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The twelfth volume of the History of Northumberland, 
just issued by the Northumberland County History Com
mittee, includes the parishes of Ovingham, Stamfordham 
and Ponteland. This, volume has been edited by Miss 
M . Hope Dodds, who maintains the high standard which 
has been set by the former distinguished editors of this 
series; indeed, in the way of notes and apparatus criticus 
she may be said to have surpassed her predecessors. 
The sources she has consulted seem to have covered a 
wider field, and her references are fuller. To be in a 
position, as she has been, to devote some six hundred 
large quarto pages to the history of three .more or less 
agricultural parishes is a luxury beyond the contempla
tion of all previous county historians. . The freedom from 
the necessity .for condensation and curtailment must have 
provided immense comfort to her and her collaborators. 
It has enabled them to adopt an easy style lightened by 
biographical and topographical details which supply 
pleasant reading for the general reader, and, with the 
authorities quoted in footnotes, will give satisfaction to 
the more critical student. In calling attention, however, 
to the luxury, of space, it must be remembered that each 
of these Northumberland parishes contains from fifteen 
thousand to twenty thousand acres, and comprises many 
townships, so that as regards the area covered they are 
not to be compared with the parishes of Southern 
England, which are only, about a tenth of their size.
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The scheme of the Cpunty History Committee is to 
give a full monograph of each parish or of a small group 
of parishes. Form erly in this series a parish was taken 
as a separate entity, not only for its history, but for its 
geology and archaeology. In the present volume the 
scheme has been modified so far as to take the geology 
and archaeology of the three parishes together. The 
plan of treating these subjects separately for such small 
areas allows for great detail, but makes generalization 
difficult, and leads to a certain amount of repetition. 
Geology, and frequently archaeology, are not confined to 
the boundaries of a county, and still less to the limits of 
a parish. B y  the scheme adopted, history gains perhaps 
what geology and archaeology may lose, and this is for 
the best, as upon these latter subjects the development of 
every parish has grown and they form an intimate part 
of its history.

The introduction with which the volume opens shows 
the relation of the parishes to the physical features of 
the land. Here the opportunity has been taken for some 
excellent word pictures of the scenery of southern North
umberland. Those who have climbed the hills of this 
district can call to mind the tiny hamlets described, with 
their scanty population living in gaunt farms. Each 
farm stands isolated on the green ridge of a hill, with a 
few ragged firs or larches to keep off the north wind, and 
looks down the steep hill-side to the small burn at its 
foot. A s it is pointed out, however, the drab ugliness 
inseparable from the coal industry blights the region 
south-east of Ponteland.

The outstandipg features of the geology of the 
district, the account of which has been written by Pro
fessor Garwood, are the limestones and coal measures 
which rule the scenery, industries and architecture of the 
neighbourhood. Mr. Parker Brewis supplies'a scholarly 
description of the remains of the Prehistoric A ge. 
Although the district generally is poor as regards this 
period, it has yielded some important finds of the Bronze 
A ge. It is interesting to remember that the opening of



the burials of this date at Broomhouses was carried out 
by that veteran excavator, Dr. W illiam  Greenwell, in his 
youthful days, while Tie held the benefice of Ovingham in 
1847-50. H is account of the discoveries is made with a 
care and precision * which is remarkable for the date at 
which it was written. The importance of his researches 
has lately been emphasized in an instructive paper recently 
read before the Society of Antiquaries of London by 
D r. Cyril Fox. A s  M r. Parker Brewis points out, the 
stahding stones and camps of the district still require 
further investigation, consequently he has wisely refrained 
from suggesting any dates for them. It is a pity, how
ever, that the opportunity was not taken of g iving plans 
of the camps. Such plans are most helpful to students, 
and are made with comparatively little trouble. Besides 
which these earthworks are so liable to damage from the 
plough, and in the district here dealt with by mining 
operations, that it is highly desirable some exact record 
of them should be made.

It is needless to say that the Rom ano-British section 
by Mr. R .  C . Bosanquet is a good piece of work. Some 
five miles of the Roman wall pass through the parishes 
of Ovingham and Stamfordham, and the descriptions of 
this section of the wall and the forts upon it occupy almost 
the whole of the chapter on this subject. The centre of 
interest of the period is the fort at Rudchester, “  Vindo- 
bala ”  of the Notitia Dignitatum, upon which some 
excavations have recently been undertaken by the New
castle Society of Antiquaries. The excavations were 
especially directed to ascertain the general plan of the 
fort, and a concise account of the discoveries is taken 
from the full report in Archceologia Aeliana. It is the 
scholarly descriptions of the sporadic finds on the site 
of the fort, which have not hitherto been adequately 
studied, that form perhaps the most valuable part of 
Mr. Bosanquet’s work. The statue of Hercules in the 
Blackgate Museum, Newcastle, as he points out, is a 
rough but vigorously' modelled piece of work, and was 
probably carved in this country. The description also



of the valuable series of Roman altars and other inscribed 
articles found at Rudchester and the adjoining sector of 
the walls, and the account and interpretation of the 
Mithraic altars are of great interest and importance. 
The well-known collection of saucepans and bowls form
ing the outfit of a second-century camp kitchen found at 
Prestwick Carr, well deserves the new and fuller descrip
tion it has received. The comparison with like discoveries 
made elsewhere will be valuable to students.

W e now come to the main part of the. work—the 
parish histories. These begin with a table showing the 
population of each township at each census since the 
first in 1801, which is highly instructive. It shows how 
by the development of the m ining industry the population 
of a township is suddenly doubled and even trebled. 
Here, as elsewhere, the agricultural townships , sh o w . the 
largest population, and consequently doubtless the greatest 
prosperity, in the seventies and eighties of the last 
century. The ecclesiastical history is the subject first 
considered and is treated on a wide basis, but it naturally 
centres round the advowson of the church and the incumb
ents. The history of the advowson depends largely on 
the manorial descent, and hence perhaps it would have, 
been more convenient to have taken it after the history 
of the manor. The livings of all the three parishes dealt 
with in the volume were rich, possibly by reason of the 
large areas of the parishes. Stamfordham belonged to 
Hexham Priory, and its. revenues were the subject, of 
many lawsuits. Ponteland was split into portions which 
eventually went to.Merton College, O xford; and at O ving
ham the living was so valuable that the lords of the manor 
as patrons during the thirteenth century, were tempted to 
keep it as a retreat for their relatives, and to §ase their 
cqnsciences a vicarage was for a time ordained.

Professor Hamilton Thompson must be congratulated, 
on the descriptions of the churches which he has written 
in simple narrative form, without the use of technical 
terms that are apt to m ystify readers who are not architects. 
Few dimensions are given, but a plan of each church is



provided. There is unfortunately a want of uniformity 
in scale and the method of presenting these plans. The 
plan of Ovingham, an early thirteenth century church with 
a to.wer probably of pre-Conquest date, is shown to a scale 
of twenty feet to the inch, while the plans of' Stamford
ham and Ponteland churches are reproduced to a scale 
of approximately twenty-three feet to the inch. The. plan 
of Ponteland church alone shows the dates of the different 
parts of the building by hatching, and the system of 
hatching differs slightly from that generally used, Again, 
the plan of Welton Pele is reproduced to a scale of about 
eighteen feet to the inch, while Prudhoe Castle, is to a scale 
of thirty-two feet to the inch and lacks any indications of 
the earthworks which are so essential to its right under
standing. There is much need for a uniform system of 
scales and methods of indicating dates on plans of buildings 
by hatching and colour among archaeologists generally. 
The late Sir William St. John Hope paid a good deal 
of attention to these subjects. He maintained that scales 
should be to multiples of eight with a preference for twenty- 
four feet to the inch. He also devised schemes of hatch
ing and colour for showing dates of different parts of 
buildings which have been widely adopted. The 
simplicity of these methods and their value for purposes 
of comparison cannot be gainsaid. They enable those 
who run to read the plans, even with an untrained 
eye.

The main part of the work, and that in which' perhaps 
it most excels, is the parish history, where untiring and 
exhaustive research can be discerned. For the purposes 
of a. review it is impossible to check work of this 
kind, but there is ample evidence that the genealogies 
have been very carefully compiled. The chart pedigrees 
show just sufficient information without overcrowding 
them with biographical details which ought to be found 
in the text. So many ■ genealogists make the text sub
sidiary to the chart pedigree instead of using the pedigree 
as a guide to the family history. It is a good idea to 
print the chief pedigrees on linen, and it will be interest-



i.ng to see how that material will last in comparison with 
a good rag paper. • No attempt has been made to hide 
genealogical difficulties when they .occur, nor to assume 
more than the records consulted actually show, a tempta
tion to which .many succumb. Miss Dodds is even brave 
enough to correct the errors that have crept into an earlier 
volume of the series by. giving a revised and corrected 
pedigree.

The dry descents, however, a.re lightened by the 
inclusion of family romances, legends, tragedies and 
personal details. As in many other county histories there 
is a tendency, to make family history more prominent 
than local or manorial history. Although we obtain most 
of the manorial descents from the genealogies, it is not 
always quite clear whether the descent of a manor is being 
traced or merely the genealogy of a family.

Dr. Round and others have shown the importance of 
topography and genealogy to every branch of the science 
of history. This is well exemplified in the present work. 
Northumberland and the northern marches had a history 
different from that of southern England. In the twelfth 
century, as later, it was border country, and as Miss 
Dodds points out, “ The Norman nobles were military 
adventurers settled in a foreign land without any national 
feeling, and willing to give their services to the lord who 
could afford them the greatest immediate advantage, 
whether he called himself King of England, or King of 
Scotland.” The Umfravilles, lords of Prudhoe Castle, 
were a good example of this phase of border life. They 
held the liberty of Redesdale, which commanded the pass 
into Northumberland through the valley of the river 
Rede and also the barony of Prudhoe by which lay the 
way from Carlisle to Newcastle. The control of these 
positions was coveted by the armies of both England and 
Scotland, and the Umfravilles were perfectly w;ell aware 
of the advantages they possessed. William of Scotland 
had looked upon Odinel de Umfraville as his man, and 
was sorely disappointed when he discovered that 
Henry II of , England had bought his allegiance by'



giving him Alice, daughter of Richard de Lucy, in 
marriage. This marriage secured the Umfraville interest 
to the English cause for some time, but it did not prevent 
Odinel’s descendant • Gilbert from marrying a Scottish 
heiress, Maud, Countess of Angus. Again, one of the 
co-heiresses of John de Normanville married into the 
Scottish family of Soulis and thus lost her lands in 
Stamfordham during Edward’s wars with Scotland.

The disturbed political condition of Northumberland 
during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries re-acted on 
the social state of the county. Murders and robberies 
were common throughout the land, and their perpetration 
was made comparatively easy by the facilities of escape 
into Scotland or into the Palatinate of Durham or one of 
the numerous other liberties where the King’s writ did 
not run. ,This lawlessness led to the building of the 
numerous peel towers and castles, the remains of which 
are found all over the county. These castles themselves 
raised fresh dangers, and an endeavour was made by the 
Crown to procure the destruction of some of them as 
adulterine or unlicensed.

The unruly time of the early Scottish wars was the 
most active period of the history of Northumberland. 
Although the county was affected by the Scottish wars 
of the sixteenth century and the civil war in England 
of a hundred years later they had not that individual 
influence on the inhabitants that the earlier wars had. 
The curtailment of the power of the lords of the North
umbrian liberties which the legislation of Edward I 
enforced towards the close of the thirteenth century, 
gradually changed the conditions of the county. The 
old families continued to lead their men in time of war, 
but under a more organized system which lacked much 
of its former individuality.

Besides the many, holders of land in these parishes 
who became noted in the history of the nation, whose 
.deeds are duly recorded, there was that remarkable group 
of more or less self-educated men from Ovingham who 
early in; the nineteenth century distinguished themselves



in the world of science and art. Greatest perhaps of this 
group was George Stephenson, the inventor of the loco
motive,. son- of a fireman at Wylam colliery, whose 
birthplace at Wylam is shown in the volume under review. 
Few men have influenced the world as he has done. 
Following him was William Hedley, who while at Wylam 
colliery invented the smooth wheel and rail to replace 
the rack rail and toothed wheels then in use. In a 
different sphere of science was Henry Atkinson, the 
schoolmaster at Stamfordham, who became a distinguished 
astronomer and mathematician. On the side of ■ art 
Thomas Bewick of Cherryburn, in- Ovingham parish, 
raised the standard of wood engraving to a height perhaps 
which no- one else has attained. He established a school 
of engraving at Newcastle, to which belonged his brother 
John and' his son Robert Elliot and his fellow villager, 
John Jackson, who all distinguished themselves as 
engravers. .William Nicholson, the portrait painter and 
etcher, who painted Bewick’s portrait, also a native of 
Ovingham, w&s no doubt influenced by this school. It is 
rather remarkable that two adjoining villages should have 
produced so many distinguished men in practically one 
generation.

Scattered through the volume is much information as 
to-the local industries, particularly, of course, about coal 
mining, which will be invaluable to the future historian 
of the coal trade. There is evidence of coal working at 
Wylam in Ovingham parish as early as 1292.

The type and' illustrations are well chosen, and the 
four plates of the personal seals of early Northumberland 
families, with their descriptions, for which Mr. C. H. 
Hunter Blair is responsible, form a highly interesting 
series.

Among historians generally there is a want of a- 
definite system of abbreviating references to records and 
other authorities. In many works of the present day a 
difficulty frequently arises in determining the authority 
to which reference is-made. In the present volume there 
is a list of abbreviations which is somewhat inconsistent



and is not strictly adhered to in the text. No work of 
this kind, however, can be above criticism, and the 
criticisms here put forward do not detract from the 
admiration of this monumental history, which is a worthy 
successor to the works of that northern school of local 
antiquaries of which Hodgson, Surtees, Hutchinson, 
Raine, Greenwell and Fowler were among the shining 
lights.

W il lia m  P a g e .

T h e  B o rd er  L in e  fro m  t h e  S o l w a y  F ir t h  to  t h e  N o rth

Sea, along the Marches of Scotland and England.
.By James L o g a n  M ack . 2nd edition. Edinburgh:
Oliver & Boyd. 1926.

The Border Line is now in its second edition: 
this is matter for congratulation not only to. the author, 
Mr. J. Logan Mack, but also to the Borderers on either 
side of the Tweed, for it proves that they have not lost 
the love of their ancient and most romantic frontier.

In these days of democracy more visitors, it is said, 
frequent Dumfries than Abbotsford, but the influence .of 
the “ Wizard of the North ” is perennial, for it is founded 
upon the deep human interest in romance, perilous 
adventure, combat, and all the associations of chivalry.

The entire Border Line is fulfilled of historic and 
romantic interest, and Mr. Logan Mack has followed it 
from sea to sea, from Solway sands to the seashore by, 
Berwick upon Tweed, not merely afoot, but as an anti
quary through many ancient atlases and records. In 
fact, we may pronounce his book a “ classic,” by which 
we mean not-.a work which we buy, put upon our shelves 
and forget, but a volume which all Borderers will need 
for constant reference, and in which many visitors will' 
rejoice to browse.

Much toil and research, and many a long tramp have 
gone to the making of .this book,'which has been rendered



complete by. 116 illustrations, including1 some excellent 
maps and very fine photographs by the late Donald Scott.

Even in a second edition, however, some errors still 
seem to persist in inserting themselves. Thus on page 4 
the kingdom of Northumbria is said to have been 
founded in 547 by Aida, and the Scots king at the 
Dawstane Rig battle (603) is called Ida, whereas of course 
the king of Bernicia and founder of Northumbria was 
Ida (often styled.the “ Flame-bearer,” which epithet was 
really applied to his son), and the name of the Scots king 
was Aidan or Aedan.

Again, at the end of the chapter on the Middle 
Marches, he writes: “ The Roman remains in this part 
of the county of Northumberland are not numerous. 
North of the great * Roman wall, with the exception of 
the Chew Green camp, Holystone, Trewith, and Brink- 
burn are so far all that have been found.”

But what about the great camp of Bremenium whence 
the first Iter starts in the Antonine Itinerary, High 
Rochester on Rede with the interesting cippus near by? 
Also, Habitancum, again on the Rede by West Wood- 
burn ? These Roman camps are respectively some twenty 
and thirteen miles north of the Roman wall, and yet they 
are not mentioned at all. One or two dates seem inexact. 
Mr. Mack, quoting professor Veitch, gives 1237 as the-year 
of incorporation of Cumbria with England, but this should 
be 1242 when Alexander II gave up, under the mediation 
of cardinal Otho, the Papal legate, all/claim to North
umberland and Cumberland, and in return received the 
six Cumbrian manors of Penrith, Sowerby, Longwathby, 
Salkeld and Scotby.

On the eastern side, Norhamshire and Islandshire, 
which belonged to the bishop of Durham, and are marked 
in old atlases as “ Saint Cuthbert’s Lond,” were sur
rendered to King James in 1604 by bishop Matthews; 
they were, however, reckoned as parts of Durham county 
up till 1832, so that this year, not 1840, is the date when' 
Tweedmouth became part of Northumberland.

As regards “ Russell’s Cairn ” on Windy Gyle, which



Bartholomew’s map spells “ Gate ” (“ The Gyle,” as those 
who hunt with the Border hounds call that high Cheviot 
hill), Mr. Logan Mack denies that it was “ erected to 
commemorate a skirmish or any other such incident,” as 
being of “ undoubtedly prehistoric construction” ; but 
“ Slain Man’s Cairn ” keeps up the old tradition, 
“ Slaynes Kerne” appearing in the Border Survey of 

.1604—and it is impossible to limit a date in connection 
with a cairn of loose stones.

The first time the writer saw it he was with Mr. D. D. 
Dixon, the historian of Coquetdale, who certainly pointed 
out the cairn as erected to the memory and marking the 
spot where Sir Francis Russell (son of the earl of Bedford) 
was slain in 1585.

Mr. Mack dismisses “ Russell’s Cairn ” without a 
qualm, but boggles over the “ mystery of the Catrail,” 
though obviously it was like the Wansdyke, Offa’s Dyke, 
Scots Dyke and the Vallum itself, an ancient boundary.

Let us now turn to what the present writer thinks is 
one of the special charms of this most interesting book, 
namely, the descriptions and photographs of the change
less and unharvested moorlands of the Border. Thus the 
author describes the wonderful, wild country seen from 
Christianbury crags: “ Its weird crest has always
exercised upon me a curious and inexplicable fascination. 
The effect has not been lessened, rather has it gained in 
power, since making its closer and more frequent acquaint
ance. . . . East of its isummit lies one of the most desolate 
regions in Great Britain. The extent of this area cannot 
be accurately estimated, but it may safely be said that 
here there is a space of fifty square miles (possibly of a 
much greater extent), on the surface of which no human 
being has his dwelling-plafce. In the map published in 
1754 by Emanuel Bowen, geographer to George II, it 
is thus marked: ‘ Mountainous and desert parts, unin
habited. A large waste.’ As it was then, so it is now,” 
and so, one is inclined to add, it will be in scscula 
sceculorum.

A s Mr. Abel Chapman says in his foreword to this



second edition: “ 'Our Border Line is largely unchanged 
since the days of creation.’5 Another well-known big 
game hunter once said to the present writer .when riding 
•over the Redewater moors: “ It reminds me of Africa— 
i ’d like *to turn out some lions here.”

•Our home is with infinity, as Wordsworth sang, and 
it is precisely because the waste Border country gives, 
like the harvestless sea, this sense that its fascination is 
enduring. It is very easy to lose one’s bearing in this 
desolate land, and in mist and snowstorm when out 
■hunting with the Border hounds, the writer has some
times wondered if he had not somehow stepped over 
'the Border Line of the present day and was running a 
raid with the moss-troopers of old.

In the barren marshes of the Camargue country the 
lonely shepherd is said to have come across a centaur; 
on the “ Border Line ” with the aid of Mr. Logan 
,Mack one ought easily to catch a glimpse of a Border 
spear pricking his way -through the mosses and flows and 
gairs of-the wild moorland.

Mr. Mack begins his survey of the Borderland with 
♦the “ Earliest record available regarding the settlement 
of ‘ The Line,’ ” when in May, 1222, Henry ILordained 
that “ The Sheriff of Northumberland, taking with him 
.R. (Richard Marsh) bishop of Durham, -the chancellor, or " 
Lis .bailiff in his absence, with Hugh de Bolebec, Richard 
de Umfraville, and Roger de Merlay, and such other 

-discreet and loyal Knights of the Shire, as he sees fit, 
to proceed to the Marches between England and Scotland, 
■at Whitelawe, 'and there by their view and advice, settle 
the said Marches as they used 'to be in the time of King 
John and his predecessors.”

The actual line of the Marches was not finally settled, 
:as Mr. Mack shows, till 1838, but as early as the reign 
of William Rufus, Malcolm Canmore insisted, when 
refusing Rufus’s summons to attend on him, that Border 
matters an dispute between the two -kingdoms must be 
settled at the Marches.

We :know how punctilious -the rLprd Wardens -.of the
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Marches were in “ losing their Masters no ground M when 
meeting together at the very March line, at Reddanburn 
mouth, at the Hanging stone on Cheviot, at Kershope 
Foot, or the Lochmaben Stane by Solway. There at all 
events the March was recognizable from very early times, 
but in the wildest portions of the Border even to-day, 
Mr.. Logan Mack has to pause and ask: “ Where is the 
Border Line? *’

One omission in this very complete book we regret. 
There is no reference to the extraordinarily vivid descrip
tion of the Border in 1435 by one of the ablest men 
of that day—^Eneas Sylvius Piccolomini—-later Pope 
Pius LI, who was employed on some diplomatic mission 
.to Scotland. A brief quotation must here suffice:

“ Scotland was a cold, barren, treeless country and 
Northumberland a .desolate plain. There was nothing the 
Scots heard with greater pleasure than abuse of the 
English.’*

.Eneas was ferried.over the Tweed and spent the night 
in a village on the southern side, where, when he had 
partaken of a rude supper, the men went off to shelter 
in a Tower, ungallantly leaving the women. Later on 
“ a mighty noise of dogs barking and geese gaggling 
arose; -the women slipt off several ways, the guide ran 
away, and all was in such a confusion as if the enemy 
had been upon ’em.”1

Such must have been for centuries the nightly experi
ence of our ancestors on the “ Border Line.”

H o w a r d  P e a s e .

1 .En eas S y lv iu s  Piccolom ini’s 'Commentaries. Camden in 
.his Britania gives a translation, and bishop Creighton in his 
History of the Papacy gives an able character sketch of Pope 
Pius II.



C a s t le s  and H is t o r ic  Hom es o f  th e  B o r d e r . Their 
Traditions and Romance. B y  A le x a n d e r  E d d in g -  
to n . 35 plates, xvi + 176 pp. Edinburgh and 
London : Oliver & Boyd.. 1926.

This pleasant little book does not contain much that 
has not already been published, some of it many many 
times, but its author’s love of his homeland and the 
gusto wherewith he relates the misdeeds of Elliots, Arm
strongs, Tweedies and other ruffians, entitle his work to 
a warm welcome from border-lovers. The title is a trifle 
misleading, for nearly all these “ castles and historic 
homes ” lie in the valleys of Tweed and its tributaries: 
other strongholds no less romantic exist farther south 
or west and could not be excluded from a comprehensive 
survey of “ The Border.”2 Mr. Eddington writes as a 
good Scotsman; after an unvarnished account of how 
the Scots tortured to death their prisoners at Ferniehirst 
he bids us consider that “ the conduct of the English 
garrison must have been deplorable ” to provoke such 
reprisals! But geology rather than patriotism places 
most of the examples illustrated on Scottish soil. In the 
lowlands beyond the Cheviots, castles were numerous 
because goods to protect, and money to pay for their 
protection by stone and lime, existed in greater quantity 
than among the hopes and heughs of barren hills—more 
wild in the Middle Ages than they are after centuries 
of sheep grazing. Even so these towers are grim 
warehouse-like dwellings compared with their con
temporaries in less harried parts of Scotland : their gaunt 
keeps never burgeon into turrets, finials and elaborations 
of stonework such as grace Glamis and Maybole, Midmar 
and (to approach the Border) Amisfield Tower. And 
with few exceptions the mansions which replaced them 
after the Union have little refinement or charm beyond 

' that reflected from their environment.
In 1920 Dr. Thos. Ross, the chief living authority

* See C. J. Bates’s Border Holds, Arch. Ael., 2nd ser., xiv.



on Scottish military architecture, said:3 “ Before the 
castellated architecture of Scotland began to be studied 
by the aid of measured plans, they (castles) were generally 
believed to be of the same vague age, with a decided and 
pronounced leaning to the twelfth century. Any one 
which chanced to be inhabited was sure to be the oldest
inhabited house in Scotland ” That in using the
past tense Dr. Ross was unduly optimistic is proved by 
the account of Traquair on p. 3 of this book. Other 
points calling for revision in the next edition may be 
noted: Branxholme is hardly C£ a fine example of the 
home of.a Border chief in feudal times” even with the 
qualification “ somewhat modernized.”4 The statement 
that Kirk of Steill (Ladykirk) had until recently “ stone 
pews ” needs confirmation or deletion  ̂ and instead of 
saying its belfry “ was added by Mr. David Robertson” 
it might be mentioned that it was erected in 1743 from 
the designs of W. Adam5 (the eminent father of more 
eminent sons) at the cost of William Robertson of Lady
kirk.6 The oldest remaining part of Norham was not 
“ built in 1121 ” as might be supposed from the reference 
on p. 132, and Norham church is now believed to have 
been built by bishop Puiset,7 who, as is correctly stated 
on p. 133, erected that keep which Turner painted and 
to which, as the foundation of his reputation, the artist 
took off his hat whenever he revisited Norham. The 
assertion on p. 71—“ Certain it is that James spent some 
time at Ford in dalliance with Lady Heron ”—should not 
be made without production of contemporary evidence.8 
If Hermitage has been offered to the nation and declined,

3 Trans, of Scot. Eccles. Soc., V I ,  part III, p. 186.
4 Fo r feudal residences see Mac Gibbon and R o ss’s Castellated 

and Domestic Architecture of Scotland; or J. S . Flem in g’s Castles 
and Mansions of Stirling Nobility, p. 29.

5 Rev. W . Dobie, Trans, of D. &  N .A . & A . Soc., V , cvii.
6 Inscription on the building.
7 S ir  H . Jerningham  in Trans, of D. & N .A . & A . Soc., V , cxv.
8 Arch. Ael., 2nd ser., X V I ,  p. 39.



the fact deserves explanation; such a refusal is very 
regretable. The reasons given for the “ closed gate ” 
of Traquair seem to cancel each other out: was the 
avenue ever intended to be used as a carriage way, or 
was it only the “ vista ” of a landscape gardener? .A 
concise architectural history of each castle, on the lines 
of that allotted to Bemersyd, would be valuable.

Some of Mr. Eddington’s photographs are delightful, 
particularly those of Traquair, but others lack definition. 
-One recalls with .regret the clean pen and pencil'sketches 
with which Railton, Pennell, Davison, Hugh Thomson, 
Sydney Jones, and R. J. S. Bertram illustrated such 
books as this; while even good process-blocks from small- 
scale photographs are inferior to such topographical 
engravings as-Carmichael’s “ Views on the Tyne.” We 
will not complain of the author’s neglect of geographical 
sequence in the grouping of his subjects—a certain charm 
■of unexpectedness results therefrom—but this does call 
.attention to the lack of map and index—serious omissions 
from a work of this kind.

H. L. Honeym an.

A g r i c o l a 's  R o a d  in to  S c o t la n d  : th e  G r e a t  Rom an  
R o a d  fro m  Y o r k  t o  th e  T w e e d . B y  Je s s ie  
M o t h e r s o le . With illustrations in colour and black * 
and white by the author. 1927. xxi + 260 pp. John 
Lane. 8s. 6d.

In her third volume on Roman Britain Miss Mothersole 
has completely established her claim to be the official 
popularizer of the work done by skilled excavators in 
Romano-British archaeology in the north. She dare not 
now refuse to add one other volume—with Sir George 
Macdonald as guide—on the Romans in Scotland.

.Her work must be judged by the standard which she 
has set for herself in each of her volumes. She begins

r
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with, an initial inspiration, in this case that most attractive 
of motives, “ the adventures of a road.” On this founda
tion she builds a double structure. There is, first, the 
careful rendering of' all the main discoveries which have 
been made along the line of her- interest; and then these 
are bound together through an expedition in which the 
fortunes of the" authoress and' her bicycle become 
competitors with the, Roman relics-for a first place in our 
interest. Miss Mothersole herself would, we imagine, 
willingly confess that the fine rapture which carried her 
from end to end of Hadrian’s Wall was a thing apart. 
Sequels are sequels* and not even the great northern road 
can quite move her as-the Wall did.

Still she must be congratulated on what she has' done. 
Taking reports of excavations, such as Hooppell’s 
Vinovia, the Cprbridge reports, Bruce’s contributions on 
Bremenium, and Dr. Curie’s Roman Frontier Post, she 
has enabled the man and woman in the street tp share some 
of the pleasures hitherto reserved for a very small learned 
public. Her rendering of the work of others has been 
done with great fidelity; if one must make a criticism, it 
is that exact photographic reproductions of plans seem safer 
than renderings, no matter how carefully done, by the 
artist’s own hand. ■

In the intervals between these restatements of previous 
excavations, and in her occasional reflections, Miss 
Mothersole writes with less certainty than when she has 
the reports and Mr. R. G. Collingwood to guide her. Her 
first page with its etymological remarks on the Brigantes 
strikes one as skating on very thin ice. The comments on 
the “ Golden Pots ” will require revision in the second 
edition, in the light of Mr. Honeyman’s contribution on 
that subject in the present volume. And. a lover of Walter 
Scott naturally complains not pnly that Miss Mothersole’s 
tribute to that greatest of antiquaries should have selected 
for praise the irrelevant virtue that he “ never blotted a 
line,” but even more that she should have dwelt on Scott’s 
unconsciousness of the Roman treasures “ hidden in his 
own immediate neighbourhood.” Scott had, more than



most men, a volume of suppressed information which only; 
occasionally leaked out in foot-notes. At least two altars 
were found, within his life-time, in the Melrose region, of 
which he must have known; a letter of 1820 to Lord 
Montagu reveals great excitement over the finding pf a 
limb of a bronze figure “ in the farm of Melsington "; 
and while it was reserved for another faithful borderer to 
uncover the riches of Trimontium, one is on dangerous 
ground in attributing over much ignorance to the greatest 
master of Border lore in his own, or any other time.

One must not leave the volume without a word about 
Miss Mothersole's pictures. If the critic may be pardoned 
a confession of his own artistic deficiencies, he must say 
that at least one of Dr. Curie's magnificent photographs, 
and perhaps half a dozen of Gibson's masterpieces appeal 
to him more than any but the superbest of landscape 
paintings or sketches could do. In other words, for the 
Roman border country, if it is not to be Turner, then let 
it be Gibson. But Miss Mothersole's sketches are admir
able aids to the study of her subject. At least one of 
them, “ the north-east angle of the fort at High 
Rochester " (Plate XLIX), gives'gen-uine and undiluted 
artistic pleasure; and another, of the road climbing 
Shibden Hill, involved the critic in that most elaborate of 
compliments, a thirty mile tramp to test the accuracy of 
Miss Mothersole's rendering of the distant Eildons.

Miss Mothersole may rest convinced that she has made 
many friends, and that all of them eagerly await the next 
volume—on the Antonine Wall, and the Scottish forts.

J. L. M o riso n .

Since this review  was printed M iss Mothers ole’s book In 
Roman Scotland has been published.— E d .



N o rth u m b ria ’s D ecam eron. B y  H o w a r d  P ease, m.a., 
f .s .a .  With seven drawings by R o b e r t  B e rtra m . 
8vo. 190 pp. A. Reid & Co. April, 1927.

Mr. Howard Pease’s book is a brief popular sketch of 
the history of Northumbria, with extracts from an un
published manuscript of Dr. Creighton, late bishop of 
London. The author not only reveals his intimate know
ledge and love of the border country and its past, but he 
also puts the history of Northumbria in its national setting 
showing the bearing of general developments on local 
conditions.

Mr. Bertram’s illustrations add greatly to the charm 
of the book.

Perhaps the most interesting part is that dealing with 
border customs and warfare and the organization of the 
Marches.

There is a delightful account of the proceedings of a 
Warden’s court in queen Elizabeth’s reign with an 
exhortation to the condemned which, after bidding them 
“ have such Faithe in God’s Mercye as Dismas the thefe 
and man-murderer hade that hang at Crists Right Hand,” 
concludes in this edifying fashion : “ And thus I commyt 
Yowe to the mercye of Gode, wishing yower Deathes 
may be exemple to all Parynts to bring up their childre 
in the Feyr of Gode, and Obidience to the Lawes of this 
Realme.”

Borderers had an evil name among the respect
able folk of Newcastle, and it was only in 1676 that the 
Newcastle Merchant Adventurers repealed their law for
bidding the admission of apprentices from Tyndale and 
Redesdale, owing to their lawless reputation.

There is an interesting account of the struggles 
between England and Scotland during the middle ages, 
with Northumberland as battleground, and Mr. Pease 
uses border ballads, Shakespeare’s plays, and the 
Waverley novels to give colour tp his story.



The least satisfactory parts of the book are the begin
ning" and end, for pre-Roman Britain and the industrial 
revolution are both treated somewhat summarily, and 
one cannot help wishing that the author, in dealing with 
the Roman wall, had found time to tell us of some of 
the conclusions and conjectures of recent archaeology.

But it is ungrateful to carp when Mr. Pease has given 
us so many good things, and his book should do much 
to rouse among Northumbrians interest and pride in their 
goodly heritage from the past.
S H. J. P yb u s.


